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UK Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Statement
At Creative Foods Europe we are committed to doing business in an ethical and sustainable way.
We are alert to the risks of (modern) slavery and human trafficking and undertake all
reasonably practicable steps to ensure that (modern) slavery and human trafficking are not present
either in our business or in our supply chain. Creative Foods Europe will never knowingly enter
into a business relationship with any company that has/is involved with human trafficking or
slavery.
Here at Creative Foods Europe all our permanent members of staff have applied for their positions
and have been recruited following our recruitment policy and procedure. Our temporary staff
are employed on a temporary to permanent basis via an approved agency.
In response to the United Kingdom's (UK) Modern Slavery Act 2015 OSI highlights the steps taken in
this respect:
About OSI and its business
Creative Foods Europe is part of the OSI Group and consists of the following subsidiary originations;
Atlantic Foods, Calder Foods, Oasis Foods, Oliver James Foods and Proper Pies. OSI was founded in
1909 in Chicago as a privately-owned meat company. In 1955 OSI started to supply beef patties to
quick service restaurants. OSI is today one of the world's biggest global supplier for renown brands
from the areas of quick service restaurants, retail and food service. OSI has a worldwide global
network of top-level food companies and around 20,000 employees work in more than 60 processing
facilities in 16 countries.
Auditing and Monitoring
This statement is clearly communicated at all levels of our business and forms part of our base level
induction training program. Through regular internal audits we at Creative Foods Europe assess how
the business is performing and if/ when necessary take the correct action to protect the wellbeing of
our Creative Foods Europe family.
We monitor the risks of human trafficking and slavery by building relationships and achieving a more
resilient supply chain to help reduce these. In turn, helping to improve quality and productivity.
Our aim is to enhance our brands integrity by gaining a deeper understanding of our and our supply
chains deeper issues, which in-turn will strengthen our approach to ethical trading.
We are audited via external auditing bodies on a regular basis. Our procurement team visit our supply
chain to ensure that they are compliant and hold an accredited certification (if applicable).

